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The Biggest Public Health 

Problem of the 21st Century

 Disasters 

 Cancer

 Traffic accidents

 Daesh (ISIS) 

 Physical inactivity



Current situation

Unfortunately, there is paucity of well 

organized national surveys addressing the 

level of physical activity among Iranian 

adults.

However, there is some exceptions.  



Third National Surveillance of Risk Factors of 

Non-Communicable Diseases (SuRFNCD-2007)

 40% of Iranian adults (31.6% of men and 48.6% of 

women) belonged to the low physical activity category. 

 Physical activity at work, commuting and recreation 

contributed to 71%, 20% and 9% of TPA, respectively. 

 Approximately 15% of Iranian adults (4.7 million people) 

do not have any physical activity in any of the 3 studied 

domains. 

 Physical inactivity is common in Iran, particularly in 

females and in the older age groups. 

 Preventing a rapid growth of conditions such as diabetes 

and cardiovascular diseases requires health programs with 

more focus on physical activity.

Esteghamati et al. Journal of Physical Activity and Health, 2011, 8, 27 -35



Gender-specific changes in physical activity pattern in 

Iran: National surveillance of risk factors of non-

communicable diseases (2007–2011)

 Based on 2011 survey, 56.4 %, 39.2 %, and 74.4 % of 

participants were physically inactive at work, commuting 

and recreation, respectively. 

 In all domains of PA, males showed a higher degree of 

activity (min/day) than females (P value\0.001). 

 The overall prevalence of physical inactivity was increased 

from 15 % (2007) to 21.5 % (2011) (P value\0.001). Over 

the 4 years, a significant decline in total physical activity 

and the duration of commuting activity were noted in both 

genders.

 Work-related activity was dramatically decreased in 

females. However, the time spent in recreational activity 

remained relatively constant.
Koohpayehzadeh et al. Int J Public Health (2014) 59:231–41



PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND 

FITNESS TERMINOLOGY

Physical activity and exercise are often used 

interchangeably, but these terms are not 

synonymous.

Physical activity is defined as any bodily 

movement produced by the contraction of 

skeletal muscles that results in a substantial 

increase in caloric requirements over resting 

energy expenditure



Exercise is a type of physical activity consisting of 

planned, structured, and repetitive bodily 

movemen done to improve and/or maintain one or 

more components of physical fitness.

Physical fitness is defined as a set of attributes or 

characteristics individuals have or achieve that 

relates to their ability to perform physical activity.







Sports:

Activities require specific skilled 

movements performed during organized 

game situations.



Public Health Approach



Proper Type

 Sport??

 Exercise??

 Physical Activity??



How Much Physical Activity Do 

Adults Need?
Aerobic Activities: 

 150 minutes (2 hours and 30 minutes) each week of moderate-

intensity aerobic physical activity (such as brisk walking or tennis)

 75 minutes (1 hour and 15 minutes) each week of vigorous-intensity 

aerobic physical activity (such as jogging or swimming laps)

 An equivalent combination of moderate- and vigorous-intensity 

aerobic physical activity

 Do aerobic physical activity in episodes of at least 10 minutes and, if 

possible, spread it out through the week.

Muscle-strengthening Activities:

 Do muscle-strengthening  activities (such as lifting weights or using 

resistance bands) that are moderate or high intensity and involve all 

major muscle groups on 2 or more days a week.
2008 Physical activity guidelines for Americans



Steps per Day

Steps per Day Classification

<5000 Sedentary lifestyle

5000–7499 Daily activity excluding volitional sports/exercise: 

low active

7500–9999 Some volitional activities (and/or elevated 

occupational activity demands): somewhat active

≥10 000 Active

>12 500 Highly active

There is no evidence at this time to suggest an index indicative 

of excessive activity associated with health decrements.





It is important to clearly define the wide 

range of intensities associated with physical 

activity.

Methods for quantifying the relative intensity of 

physical activity include specifying a percentage 

of oxygen uptake reserve (v02R), heart rate 

reserve (HRR), oxygen consumption (V02) , heart 

rate (HR), or metabolic equivalents (METs).



METs are a useful, convenient, and standar 

ized way to describe the absolute intensity 

of a variety of physical activities. Light ph 

ysical activity is defined as requiring < 3 

METs, moderate as 3- <6 METs, and 

vigorous as >6 METs.









PUBLIC HEALTH PERSPECTIVE 

FOR CURRENT

RECOMMENDATIONS

Over 25 yr ago, the American College of 

Sports Medicine (ACSM) in conjunction

with the U.S. Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention (CDC) ,the U .S. Surgeon 

General, and the National Institutes of 

Health issued landmark publications on ph 

ysical activity and health .



• An important goal of these reports was to clarify 

for public health, health! fitness, clinical exercise, 

and health care professionals the amount and 

intensity of physical activity needed to improve 

health, lower susceptibility to disease

(morbidity), and decrease premature mortality.



In addition, these reports documented the 

dose-response relationship between physical 

activity and health (i.e., some activity is 

better than none, and more activity, up to a 

point, is better than less).







Important health benefits can be obtained by 

performing a moderate amount of physical activity 

on most , if not all, days of the week.

Additional health benefits result from greater 

amounts of physical activity.

Individuals who maintain a regular program of 

physical activity that is longer in duration and/or 

of more vigorous intensity are likely to derive 

greater benefit than those who engage in lesser 

amounts .



In 1995, the CDC and ACSM issued the 

recommendation , "every U.S. adult should 

accumulate 30 minutes or more of moderate 

physical activity on most , preferably all, 

days of the week“.

Unfortunately, although there is some

evidence that leisure time physical 

inactivity has decreased, sedentary behavior

remains a major public health concern .



Specifically, only 46% of adults in the 

United States in a recent survey indicated 

that they met the minimum CDC-ACSM 

physical activity recommendation of parti 

cipating in moderate intensity,physical 

activity for 30 min' d- 1 on ~5 d· wk " ! or 

vigorous intensity for 20 min' d- 1 on ~3 d . 

wk" !



As indicated earlier, the inverse relatio 

nship between physical activity and chronic 

disease and premature mortality is well 

established.

Since the release of the U.S. Surgeon 

General's Report in 1996 (55 ) , several 

reports have advocated physical activity 

levels above the minimum CDC-ACSM

physical activity recommendations



These guidelines and recommendations 

primarily refer to the volume of physical ac 

tivity required to prevent weight gain and/or 

obesity and should not be viewed as cont 

radictory.















RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH 

EXERCISE

In general, exercise does not provoke 

cardiovascular events in healthy individuals 

with normal cardiovascular systems.

The risk of sudden cardiac arrest or 

myocardial infarction (MI) is very low in 

apparently healthy individuals performing

moderate intensity, physical activity.



However, there is an acute and transient 

increase in the risk of sudden cardiac death 

and/or MI in individuals performing 

vigorous intensity exercise with either 

diagnosed or occult CVD.

The absolute annual risk of exercise-related 

death among high school and college 

athletes is one per 133,00 0 men and 769 

,000 women.



It should be noted that these rates, although 

low, include all sports –related nontraum 

atic deaths.

Of the 136 total identifiable causes of death, 

100 were cause d by CVD.





Evidence statements and summary of 

recommendations for the individualized 

exercise prescription.











Classification of Interventions

Family based

School or Workplace based

Community based



Seven best investment areas for

national action

There is no one single solution to increasing physical 

activity, an effective comprehensive approach will 

require multiple concurrent strategies to be 

implemented. 

To support countries ready to respond, there are seven 

“best investments” for physical activity, which are 

supported by good evidence of  effectiveness and that 

will have worldwide applicability.

Multiple sectors of society need to be involved in the 

solutions. 



Urban Strategies



Urban Strategies



5- Public education, including mass 

media to raise awareness

 In most countries, physical activity promotion is 

absent from mass media. Both paid and non-paid 

forms of media can be used to raise awareness, 

increase knowledge, shift community norms and 

values and motivate the population to be more active. 

 Public education can involve print, audio and 

electronic media, outdoor billboards and posters, 

public relations, point of decision prompts, mass 

participation events, mass distribution of information 

as well as new media such as text messaging, social 

networking and other uses of the internet. 



Educational Packages



The trans-theoretical model



دو نمونه از پروژه های موفق شهری



در کشور  Northlandگام در روز شهر 10000پروژه 
(2004-2007)نیوزلند 



عوامل کلیدی در موفقیت پروژه

مشارکت بخش های مختلف شهری، دولتی و غیر دولتی

گام در روز10000استفاده از پیام کلیدی ساده 

اتخاذ هدف عملیاتی واقع گرایانه

پدومترobjectiveاستفاده از ابزار 

لذتبخش و تفریحی بودن عمل شمردن گام ها

راحت بودن و قابل اجرا بودن فعالیت جسمانی پیش بینی شده

استفاده از رسانه های آموزشی مؤثر، بروشورهای ساده و اتخاذ تدابیر شهری

.نده هایی که به اهداف تعیین شده برس.در نظر گرفتن جایزه برای نخستین گرو

پوشش رسانه ای گسترده



گام10000پژوهش بازگشت سرمایه برنامه رسمی 

گام نشان 10000آنالیز بازگشت سرمایه برنامه رسمی 

دلار و 151.5داد که هزینه برنامه به ازای هر کارگر 

دلار به ازای هر کارگر 482.9بازگشت سرمایه معادل 

.است1به 3بود که این امر به معنای بازگشت سرمایه 



Thanks


